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Abstract— This paper illustrates the design concept of 

automated multilevel car parking system, wherein the 

system automatically places/retrieves the car. The user 

interacts with the system via the LCD and keypad. All 

information pertaining to the car and slot number will be 

displayed to the user on the LCD display. Vital data like car 

slot number, floor number, etc is all stored on the Arduino 

microcontroller. This provides a centralized database storing 

all details and gives the added benefit of non-volatility 

during external power loss. GSM module is incorporated to 

provide security and authentication measures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In present day metropolitan areas and mega cities parking 

has become tedious and finding parking spaces is becoming 

a major issue.Also precision parking is not possible due to 

human error and hence leads to wastage of space.Human 

parking also leads to increased chances of accidents and 

wastage of fuel.Traffic may be obstructed due to improper 

parking by the roadside and compromises safety.Thus in 

such situation automated multilevel parking provides major 

advantages as it consumes less space due to its vertical 

orientation and the fact that all operations are machine 

controlled by the microcontoller.This eliminates human 

error and increases time management efficiency.It also 

provides more security for the vehicles as they are located in 

a structure built only for parking reducing vehicle 

theft.Users are also provided added verification in the form 

of sms messages sent to their phones by the gsm module 

integrated in the system.Hence we see that the above system 

provides a more viable and  streamlined approach to parking 

as compared to existing conditons. 

II. APPROACH TO MAIN FLOW OF SYSTEM 

In our current design the above flowchart describes a step by 

step procedure for both parking and retrieving the car. It 

specifies all conditions that would arise when a user 

interacts with the system. It allows for improved safety 

using passwords and mobile numbers. 

The above figure illustrates the park function on 

the right side of the flowchart given by ‘*’.  Left side of the 

flowchart signifies retrieve function symbolized by’ #’. 

 
Fig. 1: Approach to Main Flow of System 

 

A. Parking 

The user will first encounter an initialized LCD display 

showing’ *’ and’ #’ characters for park and retrieve 

respectively. After pressing the park symbol the system 

microcontroller checks its database for empty slots. If slots 

are not available user is presented with a “slot not available” 

message on the display. If slots are available system 

progresses to the next step wherein it requests the user to 

input his mobile number. Once a 10 digit number is stored 

in database successfully, a prompt screen for password 

appears. User must enter his 4 digit pin which will act as his 

security code while retrieving the car. Once password and 

mobile number is successfully stored user participation 

ends. Using a shortest path first algorithm an available slot 

is allotted to the car. This slot number is shown to the user. 

This ends the registration part and dc motors and various 

mechanical parts like lift and rack and pinion mechanisms 

place the car. Finally the car is successfully placed and user 

receives a confirmation message sent to his phone by the 

GSM module. 
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B. Retrieving 

After the parking process has been done, to retrieve the car 

the user will encounter initialized LCD display showing’ *’ 

and’ #’ characters for park and retrieve respectively. After 

pressing the Retrieve symbol the system will ask for the 

input of the registered mobile phone number. The 

microcontroller will verify the entered phone number with 

the database. If the number does not match and is not 

verified then the microcontroller will loop the process back 

to the start process. If it is matched and verified than the 

system will ask for the password. Then the password will be 

verified as the phone number. Once the password is verified 

the registered slot number is displayed on the LCD. This 

ends the retrieving part and dc motors and various 

mechanical parts like lift and rack and pinion mechanisms 

pick the car from the parked position. After the car has 

successfully been retrieved the phone number and the 

password will be deleted from the database. 

III. LCD OUTPUTS AT VARIOUS STAGES 

 
Fig. 2: Shows initial option when the user has to choose 

between park and retrieval. 

 
Fig. 3: Shows the user entering phone number and password 

 
Fig. 4: Shows the user entering phone number and password 

 
Fig. 5: Shows the slot status available. 

 
Fig. 6: Shows the status of car parked. 

 
Fig. 7: Shows the validation of the phone number during the 

retrieval process 

 
Fig. 8: Shows error during retrieval for entering an invalid 

phone number 

These images show the various LCD outputs at various 

stages. 

IV. APPLICATIONS  

1) Public parking. 

2) Airports. 

3) Hotels and malls. 

4) Office buildings. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Automatic multilevel car parking is very good substitute for 

car parking area. The automated car parking system enables 

the parking of vehicles and thus reduces the time taken to 

check the space.it is very user friendly as it gives step by 

step information to the user via the LCD display. 
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